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Abstract. To study the relation between surface morphology and deformation mechanism of the 

target material under the shock, a flexible boundary loading, in laser shock peening(LSP), the 

macroscopic and microscopic surface morphology of a single crystal copper treated by LSP was 

investigated. The optical profilometer shows a 200-µm-deep pit forms on the shocked surface under 

LSP. The optical microscopy shows a set of parallel slip bands appear at the center of the shocked 

region and many vertical cross slip bands appear at the edge of shocked region. This indicates a 

large plastic deformation occurs by means of slip for the single crystal copper under LSP and the 

distributing features of slip bands correspond to the spatial distribution of the shock pressure. The 

results confirm that the surface morphology of materials under LSP can reflect the deformation 

mechanism and it can be a new method of studying the deformation mechanism of materials under 

LSP. 

Introduction 

LSP is a novel surface treatment technique, which can significantly improve the fatigue life of 

metals by the effects of laser inducing shock waves
[1-4]

. In LSP process, the laser intensity is on the 

order of several GW/cm
2
 and the pulse time of the laser is on the order of 10 ns. The pulsed 

high-intensity laser passes through a transparent confined overlay and irradiates the absorption layer 

on the surface of the target. Then the absorption layer ablates and vaporizes into a plasma. Owing to 

the expanding of the plasma between the confined overlay and the target, a shock wave with a high 

amplitude (on the order of several GPa) is generated and propagates into the target. If the amplitude 

of the shock wave exceeds the Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL) of the target material, plastic 

deformation occurs. After LSP, residual compressive stresses are induced near the surface of the 

target and the microstructure is modified, which results to enhance the material performance. 

Compared with traditional surface treatment like shot peening or cold extrusion for improving the 

fatigue life, LSP has many advantages: non-contact, no heat-affected zone, more precise control and 

much better strengthening effects. Thus, LSP has a widely application and has been successfully 

used in aviation, nuclear and petrochemical industry. 

As LSP is a high amplitude and high strain rate(>10
6
s

-1
) loading process, the deformation 

behavior and mechanism of the material treated by LSP is particularly important. The 

microstructure and deformation mechanism of metallic materials under LSP is one of the focuses. 

In most previous studies, either the surface or section of the post-peened target is corroded and then 

observed by optical microscope, or it is observed by transmission electron microscopy
[5-7]

. These 

ways are a little complex. Besides, little attention are paid to the microstructure of original surface 

morphology of the peened target and its relation with the deformation mechanism. However, the 

target bears a flexible boundary loading in LSP, that is to say, the boundary of the loading is a force. 

Therefore, some characteristics will appear on the shocked surface, which can reflect deformation 
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mechanism of the material. In this paper, the single crystal copper, a simple and representative 

material, was treated by LSP; macroscopic and microscopic surface morphology of the shocked 

copper was observed and its relation with deformation mechanism was analyzed.  

Experimental techniques 

Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram of LSP experiment. The target material is single crystal copper in 

[100] orientation. The target specimen (Φ10.0 × 0.8 mm) was cut from the ingot rod using 

wire-electrode cutting machine. The upper and lower surface of the specimen correspond to the 

(100) faces. The (100) surface was polished mechanically using grit 200-1200 sandpapers to 

remove the heat-affected layer and ensure smooth. For the specimen prepared for observing 

microscopic surface morphology, the (100) face was polished with grit sandpapers and then 

polished with suspension of Al2O3. The thickness of the prepared specimen is about 0.8 mm. On the 

target surface, attached a 0.05-mm-thick Al foil as absorption layer and then confined it by a 

4-mm-thick BK-7 glass. The target assembly was fully-clamped with a holder. The LSP experiment 

was performed with a Q-switched high power Nd: YAG pulse laser having a wavelength of 1064 

nm. The output energy of the laser is 2.4 J per shot. The temporal profile of the laser pulse is in the 

near Gaussian shape and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is approximately 10 ns. Its 

spatial profile is in the nearly Gaussian shape. Different laser intensity can be obtained by adjusting 

the distance of the target from the laser focusing lens. In this experiment, the radius of laser spot 

was 1.6 mm and the laser intensity at the center was about 3.6 GW/cm
2
. The laser beam was in 

[100] orientation and irradiated the absorption layer put on the (100) face of the target specimen. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of LSP 

After LSP, the shocked single crystal copper specimen was washed with acetone, dried and then 

measured directly. The geometry of the shocked region of the specimen was examinated by means 

of optical profilometer (LEXT OLS4000 3D) to determine the deformation profile on the 

macroscopy. And the microscopic surface morphology of the shocked specimen was observed using 

optical microscopy. 

Experimental results and discussion 

Macroscopic surface morphology. As shown in Fig. 2, the shocked single crystal copper deforms 

significantly and almost totally. The maximum deformation is at the center of the shocked region, 

about 200 µm, which is in the same order of the thickness of the specimen(800 µm). This reflects 

that the yield strength of single crystal copper is very low, and under the extremely high shock 

pressure in LSP, severe plastic deformation occurs in copper. According to the analytical model, 

which is based on the conservation of energy and proposed by Fabbro et al
[3]

, the peak of 

laser-induced shock pressure can be estimated by 
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In the equation above, p is the peak shock pressure, α is the fraction of the internal energy 

devoted to the thermal energy (typically, α=0.25
[8]

), I is the laser intensity, and Z is the reduced 

shock impedance between the target and the confined overlay. Here, the shocked absorption layer 

(Al foil) retained a certain thickness and a transmission coefficient exists between the absorption 

layer and the target(single crystal copper) while shock waves propagate. Considering the fact, we 

evaluate the peak shock pressure of single crystal copper by calculating the peak shock pressure of 

Al foil based on the equation above and multiplying it by the transmission coefficient T( T=1.4). 

The reduced shock impedance Z between BK-7 glass and Al foil is 1.3×10
6
g·cm

-2
·s

-1
, and 

I=3.6GW·cm
-2

. Finally, the calculated peak shock pressure of single crystal copper is 8.1 GPa. 

Meyers et al
[7]

 estimated the critical stress for plastic flow of single crystal copper with [001] 

orientation. The estimated flow stress is 435 MPa and the corresponding critical shock pressure is 

669 MPa. It’s obvious that the peak shock pressure in our experiment is much higher than the 

critical shock pressure for plastic flow. As a result, the single crystal copper generates a severe 

plastic deformation. 
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Fig. 2 The typical surface deformation profile of the shocked copper 

The deformation is uniform in the central area of shocked region (-800 µm ~ 800 µm) while it 

decreases rapidly at the edge of shocked region. This is due to the spatial distribution of the laser 

intensity, nearly Gaussian shape; correspondingly, the shock pressure is distributed in Gaussian 

shape in the shocked region. Thus, the central area suffering plane wave of uniaxial strain and 

deforms uniformly; the loading reduces quickly at the edge of shocked region, resulting in rapid 

decrescence of deformation. 

Microscopic surface morphology. Fig. 3 shows microscopic surface morphology of single 

crystal copper after LSP. The deformation microstructure in the shocked suface is mainly slip 

bands, the space of which is 50-70 µm. This illuminates that the single crystal copper deforms 

plastically by slip in the LSP process ( the peak shock pressure is 8.1 GPa). The result agrees with 

the experimental result measured by Shcnerder
[9]

 that threshold twinning stress of single crystal 

copper in [100] orientation is 25 GPa, i.e., the copper deforms by slip when pressure is less than 25 

GPa.  

 

Fig. 3 The microscopic surface morphology of shocked copper 
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The characteristics of slip bands in different areas are different (Fig. 3). In the central area of 

shocked region, a set of parallel slip bands appear. At the edge of shocked region, many vertical 

cross slip bands appear. This is also due to the distribution of the shock pressure, which is in 

Gaussian shape in the shocked region. In the central area, the shock pressure is uniform and the 

material suffers triaxial compression with low shear stress, which results to generate fewer slip 

bands. At the edge of shocked region, the shock pressure reduces speedily, the material suffers high 

shear stress, and thus multiple slip occurs, leading to generating a large number of cross slip bands. 

Finally, severe shear plastic deformation is generated at the edge of the shocked region (Fig. 2). In 

the face-centered cubic crystal( like copper), slip occurs in {111} crystal faces along <110> 

crystallographic orientation. The intersection lines of slip planes ((111), (-111), (-1-11) and (1-11) 

crystal faces) and the shocked surface, (100) crystal face, are in [011] and [01-1] orientation. 

Therefore, the slip bands in [011] and [01-1] orientation generates on the surface of single crystal 

copper under LSP, and vertical cross slip bands were observed. 

Summary 

The macroscopic and microscopic surface morphology of single crystal copper treated by LSP was 

characterized. The results show a 200-µm-deep pit forms on the shocked surface of copper, a set of 

parallel slip bands appear at the center of the shocked region and many vertical cross slip bands 

appear at the edge of shocked region. This indicates the shocked copper generated a large plastic 

deformation by slip and the distributing features of slip bands correspond to the stress condition of 

copper under the shock pressure distributed in a Gaussian space. This confirms that the surface 

morphology of materials under LSP can reflect the deformation mechanism and it can be a new 

method of studying the deformation mechanism. 
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